Motivational Speaker, Trainer, Success Coach, Author
Inspiring lives and creating positive impacts one speech, one training,
one coaching session at a time

Terry J. Walker is a highly sought-after
motivational speaker, success trainer, coach, and
author with a powerful story to inspire, motivate
and educate.
The Founder of Inspire and Motivate, IAM, LLC,
Bridging the Gap Training, and Soul Stretching
Success, Terry has over 10 years of experience in
the medical industry and over 15 years of
experience in program development, education
and counseling in the mental health field working
with children, adolescents, and families.
Combining her personal experiences with her
career and background, she delivers compelling
yet relatable presentations for conferences,
interviews, workshops, and seminars that can be
adapted to suit your audience and venue.
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You Are Your Greatest Asset
Discover how small changes can create large impacts and how you have the
capabilities to change any aspect of your life—social, financial, physical,
relationship, and career. Learn how to develop a clear plan and take necessary
steps to work your plan. In turn, you not only improve, but you improve the
world of those around you.

Bridging the Gap Training:
Providing tools and techniques to inspire parents and educators to work
together toward empowering our children’s success and positive development.
Improve communication, trust, self -esteem, coping skills, decision making
skills, implement the emotional guidance system and role play.

“Let’s all work together towards Bridging the Gap!”

www.bridgingthegaptraining.com
Success through Intention, Clarity and Focus:
Break Free of the Beliefs That Limit Your Potential! Discover how your thoughts
and emotions either drive or limit your success in both your personal and
professional development. Improve confidence, wellness, leadership,
communication, team building, stress management, and establish healthy
relationships that drive potential and possibilities.

The Resume of Life
Bridging the Gap, An Educator’s Guide
Bridging the Gap, A Parent’s Guide
Promoting Positive Self Esteem in Children

Co-Host of the IAM POWER HOUR with
Dr. Pat Baccili, on Transformation Talk
Radio—Globally Syndicated Positive Talk
Radio, Podcast and Media Network.

Contact

TERRY J. WALKER, M.A.

• 615-714-8499 • terry@iamterryjwalker.com • iamterryjwalker.com

